VERTICAL

SCULPT MIX

HOW TO USE:

An initial aggressive scratch coat of Bond Coat should be applied and allowed to dry before applying Vertical Stamp Mix.
Temperature should be 40 degrees or above for a period of 48 hours.
To Mix 5 gallons: Place 8 to 9 quarts of clean, cool water in a separate bucket. Add a EZ-Color Pak, if desired, and mix for
ﬁve minutes. Add half of the bucket of Vertical Sculpt Mix to the bucket of water and mix until product is evenly
dispersed. Add the rest of the product and mix for three to ﬁve minutes. Let the product set up for ﬁve minutes and
re-mix thoroughly. You may need to add small amounts of water to make the mix workable.
(Caution: Too much water can reduce the strength of concrete and in some cases cause cracking.)
The scratch coat should be wetted with Perma Pro Acrylo Bond immediately before applying Vertical Sculpt Mix. Apply
Vertical Sculpt Mix to the scratch coat using a trowel. When a ﬁnger is able to press lightly into the product without
removing material, a texture can be embossed into the surface.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENT:

Obtain special instructions before use. Do not handle until all safety precautions have been read and understood. Avoid
breathing dust/fume/gas/mist/vapours/spray. Wash hands thoroughly after handling. Do no eat, drink or smoke when
using this product. Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection. Take off contaminated
clothing and wash before reuse. Store in a well-ventilated place. Keep container tightly closed. Store locked up. Dispose
of contents/container to approved waste disposal site.

FIRST AID:

INHALATION: Move to fresh air to avoid nuisance symptoms.
SKIN CONTACT: Wash affected area thoroughly with soap and water. Rinse well. If irritation develops Get Medical Help.
EYE CONTACT: Rinse thoroughly with water for 15 minutes, lifting both eyelids. If irritation persists, Get Medical Help.
INGESTION: Rinse mouth with water. Drink 2 glasses of water to dilute. Do not induce vomiting. Get Immediate Medical
Help. Never give anything by mouth to an unconcious person.

IN CASE OF FIRE:

This product is not ﬂammable.

FOR EMERGENCY HELP
24 Hours a Day contact:
INFOTRAC at 1-800-535-5053

Manufactured In The USA By
®

*Product warranty for one year from date of manufacture
For more information on PermaPro and all products manufactured
by EZChem please visit our website: www.ezchemusa.com

